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摘   要 




















在每一层进行 MWSSIM 值计算，最后通过赋予每一个 MWSSIM 值相应权重值
得到归一化的 MRWSSIM 值。通过非线性回归分析实验表明，MWSSIM 和
MRWSSIM 相对于 MSSIM 和 MGSSIM 在交叉评价模糊失真图像和噪声图像时



















As we know, Human vision system (HVS) is the vision analysis terminal, so 
subjective image quality assessment algorithm is most reasonable. But subjective 
methods is very time consuming and needs many professional persons to take part in, 
resulting in it has limitation in actual application. Although prior objective image 
quality assessment methods such as PSNR, which is based pixel-wise, is very simply 
for calculating, the assessment result is not very precise.Recently, an image quality 
assessment algorithm based on structural similarity (MSSIM) and improved version 
(MGSSIM) are proposed. They has been verified to be more correlation with HVS 
than PSNR through experimental result.However, they also have been found they are 
not universal in evaluating slight noise distorted image and blur image quality. 
This paper proposes two image quality assessment algorithms based on wavelet 
transform and HVS property: MWSSIM and MRWSSIM. First, we apply one level 
2-D discrete wavelet transform to original image and distorted image and obtain four 
bands: LL, LH, HL, and HH. And then, we compare luminance information 
difference in LL band. At the same time, we compare contrast information difference 
and edge structure information difference in edge information map constructed by 
other three bands. Finally, we construct a normalized image assessment value 
(MWSSIM). We also propose the multi-resolutions version based on MWSSIM 
(MRWSSIM).We apply three levels 2-D discrete wavelet transform to original image 
and distorted image, and then, we compute the MWSSIM value at every level. 
Finally, we construct a normalized image assessment value (MRWSSIM) through 
giving corresponding weighs to the three MWSSIM values. Through non-linear 
regression analysis, the new algorithms can be verified more correlate with HVS 
than MSSIM and MGSSIM when assessing white noise image and blur image, at the 
same time, MRWSSIM can be verified more correlate with HVS than PSNR,MSSIM, 
MGSSIM when assessing blur image 
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1.3 研究问题及内容 
     通过大量仿真试验证明，相对于传统的基于像素对对比客观图像质量评价
算法，基于结构相似度图像质量评价算法(MSSIM)及其改进算法（MGSSIM）
表现出了其算法的优越性，体现出与人眼视觉感受更加符合的特性[1] [5]。但是，
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第二章  基础理论 










在现代图像处理学领域中，一幅图像可以定义为一个二维函数 ( , )f x y ，x 和
y 代表的是图像的像素点的空间坐标， ( , )f x y 表示的则是该像素点的灰度值，
所以图像可以表示成为一个M N× 的紧凑矩阵： 
         
(0,0) (0,1) (0, 1)
(1,0) (1,1) (1, 1)
( 1,0) ( 1,1) ( 1, 1)
f f f N
f f f N




⎢ ⎥− − − −⎣ ⎦
           (2-1) 
    我们可以运用矩阵的运算法则来进行图像的数学运算，比如图像的叠加，
消色等等，都可以直接运用图像矩阵来进行运算。图 2-1 是一幅灰度图像中部
分像素点的数学描述。 




















睛中大概有 600 万到 700 万的数目，锥状细胞主要位于视网膜的中部，又称为
中央凹。锥状细胞对颜色十分敏感，它的主要作用是帮助人类高效识别图像细
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